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ABSTRACT
The popularity of Internet-based video services has significantly
increased over the past years. The de facto standard technology for
Internet-based Video on Demand is HTTP-Based Adaptive Streaming (HAS), which is also increasingly used for live services. A
core component of a HAS client is the adaptation algorithm, which
dynamically adjusts the video representation to the network conditions. Meanwhile, there exists a large body of work on adaptation
algorithms. Unfortunately, many experimental studies lack a thorough performance evaluation. Often, the reason is the use of an
unrealistic network environment, or incomparability of results with
other studies, or a too narrow subset of evaluated parameter configurations. We argue that a simulative approach can help resolving
these issues by requiring less efforts to set up a realistic network
environment, by assisting to reproduce an experiment, and by allowing to parallelize simulations, and potentially run them faster
than in real time. The contribution of the present work is a design
and implementation of a simulation model for a HAS-based application, including both the client and a server side. It has a clean
modularized structure allowing for an easy integration of different
adaptation algorithms. The client behavior is defined by a FiniteState Machine that can easily be extended to include additional
functionality. Moreover, the model provides extensive logging
functionality for monitoring the Quality of Experience (QoE). We
integrate three state-of-the-art algorithms into the model: FESTIVE,
PANDA, and TOBASCO2. We demonstrate the usefulness of the
model by running a set of experiments using a simulated indoor
Wi-Fi environment.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Humans are predominantly visually oriented creatures. We often
rely on visual input as our main source of information. Therefore,
it is by no means surprising that with the rise of mobile devices
with high-resolution screens, these devices are increasingly used
to display video content. However, watching locally stored content
is just one limited use case. The broad availability of high-speed
wireless access networks has led to a massive proliferation of mobile applications involving video transmission. Very diverse forms
of video-supported entertainment, information dissemination, education, monitoring, or communication are becoming increasingly
popular. As a consequence, by 2020, video traffic is predicted to
account for over 80% of the total consumer traffic on the Internet [6].
All Internet-based video services face the challenge to serve an
extremely heterogeneous set of clients under extremely heterogeneous network conditions. Both the user on an otherwise idle
high-speed fixed-line connection, and the fast-moving user on the
edge of a busy mobile cell, should be able to receive the video representation which is most appropriate for their conditions. This has
led to a wide adoption of adaptive streaming technologies, such as
HTTP-Based Adaptive Streaming (HAS), also known as Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [21], that is capable of
providing a smooth viewing experience in dynamic environments.
Prominent examples include MPEG-DASH [1] and Apple HTTP
Live Streaming (HLS) [19].
Due to their indisputable commercial success, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)-based streaming technologies have attracted a
considerable amount of attention from the research community. A
large number of novel adaptation approaches have been proposed.
Unfortunately, many of the studies have one weak aspect, which is
the performance evaluation. Three most common problems are: (i)
use of an unrealistic network environment, (ii) lack of comparability with other studies, and (iii) focus on a narrow subset of possible
parameter configurations.
An example for the first problem is an overly simplified network environment consisting of a dedicated link with a piecewiseconstant throughput function, with few throughput transitions
per minute or in total. Such a setting is often emulated using the
Linux traffic control tool tc1 , or DummyNet [4]. An example for
1 http://www.lartc.org/manpages/tc.txt

the second problem is the use of a test bed environment that is
sophisticated enough to confront a streaming client with realistic
network conditions, but that can hardly be reproduced by a different research team, due to the lack of a detailed description, or due
to a disproportionate amount of required effort. An example for the
third problem is a performance evaluation, in which the baseline
approaches, or the proposed approach itself, are evaluated using
only a single parameter configuration.
We argue that a simulative approach can help resolve these issues. First, it permits to create a realistic network environment with
significantly less effort. In advanced network simulators, such as
ns-32 , there exist models for state-of-the-art network technologies,
including the Internet protocol stack, Wi-Fi and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks, physical environments, such as the buildings
model, and various mobility models. Second, network environments can be reproduced precisely. And finally, it allows creation
of parallelized simulations, and sometimes, run them faster than in
real time.
In this work, we present our design and implementation of a simulation model for a HAS application. The model consists of a server
module and a client module. Due to the receiver-driven nature of
HAS, most of the functionality is contained in the client. It has a
clean modularized structure that allows for an easy integration of
adaptation algorithms. At the core of the client is a Finite-State Machine (FSM) that determines its behavior, and that can, if required,
be extended to include additional functionality. The model provides
extensive logging functionality, necessary to analyze the behavior
of adaptation algorithms and evaluate their performance.
We integrated three adaptation algorithms into the developed
model: FESTIVE [12], PANDA [13], and TOBASCO2, which is
an extension of TOBASCO [18]. To demonstrate the developed
functionality, we run a series of experiments using these three
algorithm in an indoor Wi-Fi environment, using the Wi-Fi model3 ,
and the buildings model4 of ns-3.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the related
work. Section 3 provides a brief overview of the core principles
of HAS. The components of the developed model are presented
in Section 4. Section 5 describes the setting and the results of the
performed experiments. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

The last years have seen a vivid activity in developing adaptation
algorithms for HAS clients. Various approaches have been proposed
that are based on control theory [24], Markov decision processes [3],
machine learning [7], and heuristics that are based on the client’s
playback buffer level and throughput estimations [12, 18], to name
just a few. While most of them target Video on Demand (VoD), some
of them address live streaming [16]. The demand to evaluate these
algorithms against each other, allowing to select the best approach
for a given use case, is greater than ever. Consequently, several
studies focus on the development of experimentation platforms for
HAS.
2 http://www.nsnam.org

3 http://www.nsnam.org/docs/models/html/wifi.html

4 http://www.nsnam.org/docs/models/html/buildings.html

De Cicco et al. [8] present A Tool for rApid Prototyping of Adaptive Streaming Algorithms (TAPAS), which is a streaming client
written in Python that allows to design and carry out experimental
performance evaluations of adaptation algorithms, without having to implement a complete client. TAPAS supports both DASH
and HLS. It has been designed to minimize Central Processing
Unit (CPU) and memory usage so that multiple experiments can be
performed in parallel on a single machine. In contrast, we focus on
a simulation platform, which allows to more efficiently perform a
large number of experiments, in a reproducible way, using realistic
network environments.
Fouda et al. [9] and Quinlan et al. [20] present emulation platforms that allow to evaluate streaming solutions over LTE networks.
However, since emulations run in real time, they do not offer the
scalability of simulations. Moreover, the models are not released as
open source and no documentation or description of the design is
available.
Vergados et al. [23] have developed an open source simulation
model for HAS. Unfortunately, the authors do not present the
design of the developed software or any documentation, which
would allow to assess its flexibility and extensibility.
In order to provide comparability among different adaptation
approaches, other authors resort to direct comparison by testing
multiple algorithms in the same test bed or emulated environment.
Unfortunately, such studies are inevitably limited in the amount
of considered approaches, network environments, and parameter
configuration. Timmerer et al. [22] performed one of the most
broad comparisons by evaluating 10 adaptation algorithms in an
emulated environment. The authors used one throughput trajectory,
and one set of configuration parameters per algorithm. They used
two segment sizes: 2 seconds and 10 seconds. Another comparison
was performed by Akhshabi et al. [2], who evaluated 3 clients.
Yet another approach to achieve comparability is to evaluate
streaming clients against optimal performance [11, 17, 26]. Such
approaches typically suffer from high computational complexity,
which restricts their applicability to realistic scenarios. Moreover,
optimal performance is often achieved using additional information
such as the knowledge of the future throughput, which also limits
the applicability of results.

3

HTTP-BASED ADAPTIVE STREAMING

Before we introduce our developed simulation model, we describe
the main principles of HAS. HAS is currently one of the most successful streaming technologies for VoD. Among the first works
proposing HAS-based approaches are [5, 14]. However, it took
almost a decade until HAS has seen wide deployment and commercial success. HAS flavors such as HLS [19] or Microsoft Smooth
Streaming [25] has been used by various streaming services, and
have been supported by most operating systems and browser environments. In 2011, the open standard MPEG-DASH [1, 21] was
created to facilitate the interoperability.
In a HAS system, the video content is encoded in several representations that may differ w.r.t. various characteristics such as
the resolution, frame rate, compression technology, compression
rate, video format, etc. Each representation is split into segments,
typically containing several seconds of video data. Each segment

4

SIMULATION MODEL

In this Section, we describe in details the components of the developed simulation model.

4.1

Figure 1: Main functional blocks of a HAS client

starts with a random access point of the stream such that segments
from different representations can be concatenated to obtain a valid
video file. Consequently, switching the representation is feasible
on each segment boundary.
The client issues a series of HTTP GET or GET RANGE requests
to download the segments, selecting a representation for each of
them from the set of available representations. After a segment is
downloaded, it is stored in the playback buffer until the playback
of the previous segment has been completed. If the download is
not completed in time, the playback is halted. To avoid playback
interruptions, a client strives to keep the playback buffer at a level
that is high enough to mitigate the impact of throughput drops and
link outages.
At the core of a HAS client is an adaptation algorithm that selects
the representation for each of the downloaded video segment. The
adaptation algorithm is not part of the MPEG-DASH standard, and
thus it has been subject to intensive research efforts over the last
years. To meet its adaptation decisions, an adaptation algorithm is
using the information it can acquire from its environment. Most
often this information includes the dynamics of the past throughput,
with a level of details depending on the underlying platform, and
the dynamics of the level of the playback buffer. More sophisticated
approaches leverage cross-layer information from lower layers of
the protocol stack or other network entities, such as a local network
controller. They may also leverage context information, such as the
location, mobility pattern, or available sensor data.
The adaptation algorithm used by a streaming client has a strong
impact on the Quality of Experience (QoE). If, e.g., the adaptation
decisions follow the short-term changes of the network throughput, the resulting average video quality may be quite high but
the overall QoE will decrease due to a high rate of quality fluctuations. On the other hand, a conservative approach might reduce
the risk of playback interruptions due to video segments missing
their playback deadline, but at the same time decrease the overall
video quality. Thus, a good adaptation strategy needs to maintain a
balance between several trade offs.
A functional diagram illustrating the main components of a HAS
client is provided in Figure 1.

Overview

Our HAS simulation model has been designed with two main objectives in mind. First, it had to have a clean modularized structure
with logically separated functional blocks. Second, we aimed at
keeping the complexity of the model as low as possible, implying clean and simple Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
Moreover, users should not have to modify the code in order to
integrate their own adaptation algorithms. An overview of the
model, summarizing the functionality of the modules, is given in
Figure 2.
The model consists of three main functional blocks: client, adaptation algorithm, and server. The client module contains most of
the functionality of the model. It collects and maintains the information required by the adaptation algorithm, such as the buffer level,
throughput information, and meta information about the streamed
video. The client module is derived from the Application class of ns3. The adaptation algorithm module contains the actual adaptation logic. It inherits from the base class AdaptationAlgorithm
and must implement the method GetNextRep() returning the selected video quality, and, potentially, an inter-request delay. Finally, since HAS is client-driven, the server module has very little
functionality. It listens for incoming Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connections, and then serves the requests by returning
the requested amount of bytes. The server module is also derived
from the Application class of ns-3.
The latest version of the code and the documentation can be
downloaded at https://github.com/haraldott/DASH-NS3.

4.2

Client Module

The main tasks of the client module include:
• Processing input arguments, such as stream meta information.
• Instantiating of an adaptation algorithm object.
• Running the streaming session by establishing a TCP connection to the server, and requesting segments from the
server.
• Simulating the playback.
• Monitoring the buffer level and the throughput, providing
this information to the adaptation algorithm.
• Logging.
The behavior of the client is defined by a FSM that we proposed
in our previous work [15]. It is depicted in Figure 3, and the corresponding states, events, and actions are defined in Tables 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. This state machine is sufficient to reflect most types
of VoD clients. A state machine for live streaming is provided in
our previous work [15]. In the following, we will briefly describe
the individual states, and the possible transitions—including events
and actions—among them.
4.2.1 States. The states are presented in Table 1.
In the initial state S0 , the client creates an adaptation algorithm
object of the required type, reads the stream meta information from
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Figure 2: Functional diagram of the simulation model
a file, and initializes log files. It also calls the method GetNextRep()
which selects the representation for the first segment to download.
The method GetNextRep() also returns the duration of a potential
inter-request delay, however, prior to requesting the first segment
of the streaming session, we expect that any reasonable adaptation
algorithm returns the value 0.
At the end of the simulation, the client makes the transition to
the terminal state ST , in which the connection to the server and the
log files are closed. Most of the time the client spends circulating
between the states SD , SP , and SDP .
In state SD , the client is downloading, while no playback takes
place. This state occurs at the very beginning of the streaming
session, when the client is downloading the first segment(s) and
has nothing to play out. This is often called pre-buffering, initial
delay, or start-up delay. State SD also occurs when the playback
buffer runs empty because of a mismatch of the video bit rate and
available throughput. This is often called buffer underrun or a
stalling event.
In state SP , the client is only playing but not downloading. This
state occurs during an inter-request delay, which may be introduced
by the client to prevent the buffer from exceeding a given threshold. Such a threshold may result, on the one hand, from memory

limitations (note that 10 minutes of video at 10 Mbps require approximately 750 MB of storage space.) On the other hand, however,
such a threshold may be set by the service provider in order to
avoid wasting resources in case the user quits the streaming session
prematurely.
Finally, in state SDP the client is both downloading and playing,
which is the state in which the client typically spends most of the
time.

4.2.2 State Transitions. The events that drive the state transitions are presented in Table 2, and the accompanying actions in
Table 3. In the following, we briefly describe the transitions, mentioning some of the actions performed during these transitions. All
transitions are accompanied by logging actions that are described
in Section 4.6, and thus are not explicitly mentioned here.
The only feasible event in S0 is e0 , which is a manually created
event that signals that the model is initialized, including establishing
a TCP connection to the server, and selecting the representation
e0

for the first segment. It results in the transition S0 −−→ SD . The
associated action is issuing the request to the server.

Table 1: Table of states
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Figure 3: State diagram of the streaming client
ep:b

In the state SD , once a segment is completely downloaded, and if
it is not the last segment in the stream, the client determines the representation for the next segment by calling the method GetNextRep
() of the adaptation algorithm module. As in S0 , in SD the adaptation algorithm is not expected to generate any inter-request delay
(since SD corresponds to pre-buffering or re-buffering). This cored

responds to event ed , which leads to the transition SD −−→ SDP .
This transition is associated with the action to (re-)start the playback. Playback management is performed by the PlaybackHandle()
method of the client module. When the playback is started, it decrements the level of the playback buffer by one segment. It then sets
the timer to the next call of PlaybackHandle() to the duration of the
video contained in one segment. Another action associated with
ed

the transition SD −−→ SDP is the start of the new segment download.
ed:f

The only other possible transition from SD is SD −−−→ SP . Event
ed:f represents the end of the download of the last segment in the
stream. Since no more segments can be downloaded, the client
ed

proceeds to the state SP . Similar to the transition SD −−→ SDP , this
transition (re-)starts the playback by calling the PlaybackHandle()
method.
In the state SDP , there are 5 feasible events: ed , ed:f , ed:irs , ep:u ,
and ep:b . The event ed , which corresponds to the end of the download of a segment, which is not the last segment in the stream,
ed

induces the self-transition SDP −−→ SDP . Note that ed is generated
if the adaptation algorithm (during the call to GetNextRep() which
is performed immediately after the download is completed) decides
that no inter-request delay shall be introduced. The generated action is the start of the new segment download. The PlaybackHandle
() method need not be called since the playback is already running.
The event ed:f corresponds to the end of the download of the last
ed:f

segment in the stream. It induces the transition SDP −−−→ SP . During this transition, no further actions have to be performed. The
event ed:irs occurs if the adaptation algorithm introduces an interrequest delay before the download of the subsequent segment. This
ed:irs

event induces the transition SDP −−−−→ SP . During this transition, a
timer is set to the duration of the inter-request delay.
The two new events that can occur in SDP are ep:b , and ep:u . ep:b
occurs when the timer set by the PlaybackHandle() methods expires,
representing the end of playback of a segment, and if the download
of the next segment to be played has been completed (the b in
ep:b stands for “buffered”). This event induces the self-transition

SDP −−−→ SDP , which starts the playback of the new segment, and
re-sets the playback timer. The corresponding event for the case
that the next segment has not yet been completely downloaded
is ep:u (where u stands for “unbuffered”). In this case, the client
proceeds to the state SD (re-buffering).
Finally, in the state SP , there are three feasible events: ep:b , ep:f ,
and eirc . ep:b represents the end of playback of a segment, given that
the subsequent segment has already been completely downloaded.
ep:b

It induces the self-transition SP −−−→ SP (recall that SP represents
an inter-request delay, or the playout of the final segments, when
all segments of the video have been completely downloaded). ep:f
represents the end of playback of the final segment, and thus of the
ep:f

video, and induces the transition to the terminating state SP −−−→ ST ,
closing the connection to the server. Finally, eirc occurs when the
timer set for the inter-request delay expires (“irc” stands for “intereirc

request completed”), inducing the transition SP −−−→ SDP , during
which the playback is re-started.
Note that for the sake of completeness, we have included selecting the video quality into the set of actions presented in Table 3.
This is not entirely correct, since video quality selection is performed prior to a state transition. Moreover, the outcome of the
video quality selection effects the performed transition. For example, upon completing a segment download in state SDP , either
event ed or ed:irs may be generated, depending if the adaptation
algorithm introduces an inter-request delay or not.

4.3

Adaptation Algorithm Module

The adaptation algorithm module consists of the abstract class
AdaptationAlgorithm. All adaptation algorithms must inherit from
it, and thus implement the method GetNextRep(), which defines the
interface towards the client module.
The constructor of the AdaptationAlgorithm receives from the
client module references to objects that hold information that may
be used by the implemented adaptation algorithm: on throughput,
on the buffer level, on the playback, and on stream meta data.
Further extensions may be performed, for example, for algorithms
that require cross-layer information.
The GetNextRep() method is called immediately when the download of a segment is completed. Based on the (dynamically updated)
information contained in the corresponding objects, it determines
the representation for the next segment to download, and the duration of the inter-request delay (which can be 0). Both values are
aggregated in the AlgorithmReply structure returned to the client.

Table 2: Table of events
e0

ep:f

start of the streaming session
download of a segment completed, next download
starts immediately
download of a segment completed, next download
is delayed
download of the final segment completed
playback of a segment completed, next segment is
buffered
playback of a segment completed, next segment is
not buffered
playback of the final segment completed

eirc

inter-request delay ends

ed
ed:irs
ed:f
ep:b
ep:u

Table 3: Table of actions
e0

select video quality, request first segment,
logging

ed

select video quality, request next segment,
(re-)start playback, logging

ed

select video quality, request next segment,
logging

ep:b

start playback of next segment

ep:u

logging

ed:irs

select video quality, schedule next request,
logging

ed:f

logging

S0 −−→ SD
SD −−→ SDP
SDP −−→ SDP
SDP −−−→ SDP
SDP −−−→ SD
SDP −−−−→ SP
SDP −−−→ SP
ep:b

start playback of next segment, logging

eirc

request next segment, logging

ep:f

disconnect from server, logging

SP −−−→ SP
SP −−−→ SDP

4.4

The two main tasks of the server module are to manage the connected clients, and to serve the clients’ requests.
To simplify the information flow, we keep the information about
the segment sizes, which needs to be provided to the simulation
model as part of the stream meta information, at the client module.
The servers receives the number of bytes it has to send as part of
each incoming request. Thus, it does not have to know anything
about the video.
Initially, the ns-3 framework calls the StartApplication() method,
which sets the callbacks for the Accept, Close, and Receive socket
calls.
After a client is done requesting segments from the server, it
closes the socket. This causes the client to be removed from the
list of connected clients. When the last client closes the socket and
the list of connected clients is therefore empty, the simulation is
terminated by the server.

4.5

Input Parameters

The input of the model includes stream meta information, such as
the segment size matrix, and the segment duration. It also includes
the type of the adaptation algorithm to be used. In addition, a
simulation ID is used to identify the produced output files, and
to initialize the random number generator. The duration of the
simulation is provided implicitly by the segment sizes matrix—the
simulation terminates when all clients have played out the complete
video.

4.6

SP −−−→ ST

Server Module

Logging

All logging activity is performed by the client module. It can be
roughly grouped into four categories: download, buffer level, playback, and adaptation.
For each downloaded segment, the client logs its index, the time
when the request is sent, the time when the first byte is received,
the time when the download is completed, and the number of downloaded bytes. In addition, the clients logs the download progress on
the packet level, recording the time and size of each received TCP

packet. After each segment download, the clients logs the buffer
level.
For each played segment, the client logs its index, the start of
the playback, and the quality level (representation index).
Finally, for each performed adaptation decision, the client logs
the segment index, the selected representation, the time of the
decision, and the reason for the decision. The latter is a numerical identifier corresponding to the specific branch of the decision
process, performed by the algorithm.
The logged values allow to estimate the QoE, which is mainly influenced by the duration of playback interruptions (total re-buffering
time), average video quality, number of quality transitions, and the
initial (or start-up) delay.

5

EXPERIMENTS

To demonstrate the functionality of the developed simulation model,
we perform experiments using three state-of-the-art adaptation algorithms that we have integrated with the developed model. Note
that the focus of the present work is on the simulation model, rather
than on streaming client evaluation. Consequently, the presented
experiments lack an exploration of parameter space of the considered clients. They also lack the diversity of network environments
that should be considered by a proper evaluation campaign.

5.1

Test Video

Since no playback is performed during the simulation, no actual
video data is required. Still, to receive valid results, it is necessary
to use realistic segment sizes, ideally from a real DASH-encoded
video. The video used in our work is a 442 second long excerpt
from the movie Sintel5 . It contains 221 segments (2 seconds per
segment), and is encoded in eight representations, whose average
bit rates range from 0.088 Mbps to 20.5 Mbps. The bit rates for
the representations are selected so as to obtain a roughly linear
5 https://durian.blender.org/

Figure 4: Results from measurements with 5 clients

Figure 5: Results from measurements with 10 clients
increase of the video quality, in terms of the Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR), which allows us to use the representation index as
an indicator of the video quality. We used Variable Bit Rate (VBR)
encoding.

5.2

Network Environment

Our goal was to run the measurements in a realistic environment.
To achieve this, we used the Buildings Model provided with ns-3
to create a building of 30 x 18 x 18 meters, with 6 floors, and 8 x
3 rooms on each floor. The Access Point (AP) position was fixed
at (1, 1, 1), which corresponds to the left lower room on the first
floor. Clients were placed randomly within the building, using the
random position allocator provided by the ns-3 framework. We
used the IEEE 802.11n Wi-Fi mode, with configuration values taken
from [10]. Finally, we increased the TCP send and receive buffer
sizes to 524288 bytes, and the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
to 1446 bytes.

5.3

Results

All experiments were repeated 15 times with randomly selected
client positions. The number of clients per experiment was varied
from 1 to 10. In the following, we exemplarily present results for 5
and 10 clients.

One of the most important factors influencing the QoE is the
amount of playback interruptions. The left-most subfigure in Figures 4 and 5 depicts the distribution of total durations of playback
interruptions per client, over clients and over runs, relative to
the duration of the video. For example, given a video duration
of 442 seconds, a value of 0.01 corresponds to 4.42 seconds spent
in re-buffering during the streaming session. We observe that
TOBASCO2 successfully avoids interruptions, partially due to its
aggressive reduction of the video quality if the buffer level falls
below a critical threshold. The amount of interruptions for the other
two algorithms increases with the number of clients, as expected,
due to the increased scarcity of resources.
Another factor which has a high influence on the QoE is the
video quality. The second column in Figures 4 and 5 shows the
distribution of average video quality achieved by a client, over
clients and over runs. To estimate the average video quality, we use
the average representation index over all segments in a streaming
session. Note that, as described in Section 5.1, we encoded the video
such that the representation index is proportional to the PSNR. We
observe that TOBASCO2 offers a slightly lower video quality, than
the other two algorithms. The rationale behind this behavior is to
slightly sacrifice quality in order to avoid playback interruptions
and excessive quality transition.

Multiple studies have shown that quality transitions may annoy
the user and decrease the overall QoE. Consequently, we included
the number of quality transition into the set of studied performance
metrics. It is depicted in the third column of Figures 4 and 5. More
precisely, the figures show the distribution of the relative number
of quality transitions per client, over clients and over runs. Thus,
a value of 0.01 corresponds to one segment in 100 played in a
different quality than its predecessor. Given a segment duration
of 2 seconds, this implies one quality transition per 200 seconds
on average. We observe that FESTIVE is particularly prone to
excessive quality transitions, while TOBASCO2 and PANDA offer
similar performance.
Finally, we include the average buffer level into the set of performance metrics, in order to verify if the comparison of the selected
algorithms is a fair one or if any of them is using a significantly
higher average buffer level to achieve a higher performance. It
turns out that all three algorithms exhibit similar values, with TOBASCO2 showing a slightly higher value. It is worth noting that
a low average buffer level may as well be an indicator of low performance if an algorithm systematically fails to adjust the video
bit rate to the throughput, resulting in low buffer levels, and even
buffer underruns.

6

CONCLUSION

In the present work, we addressed the problem of developing a
simulation model for HAS-based streaming clients. We adopted a
modular and flexible design that allows to easily integrate adaptation algorithms, and extend the model by adding new functionality.
At the core of the model is a FSM that reflects the main operation
principles of an adaptive streaming client.
To demonstrate the model, we integrated three state-of-the-art
adaptation algorithms. We evaluated them using the Wi-Fi model
of ns-3, and the building model, which facilitate simulating wireless
indoor channels.
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